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What is a closet? In this context, the cabinet is specially built PC equipment for the game of pinball video game genre, especially Pinball FX3. In most cases it is a Steam-based PC with multiple displays attached and placed in a case that resembles a real arcade pinball machine. What is the cabinet
mode in Pinball FX3? If you plan to run Pinball FX3 on cabinet hardware, you should include a special cabinet regime. This allows users to customize the game's advanced graphics options, such as the main display rotation, moving Dot Matrix to the second screen (if necessary) and displaying the
Backglass image (see later). In addition, cabinet mode can be useful if you're using Pinball FX3 on your multi-display PC with a screen in portrait mode. What are the requirements of the cabinet? You must have a Steam and customer account installed on your computer or hardware closet. You must have
a PINball FX3 installed through a Steam customer. The minimum and recommended configurations are the same as the basic game itself. This isn't necessary, but makes the gameplay more exciting if you've created multiple display systems with special pinball controllers. Pinball FX3 Cabinet Personal
Activation Code (now: PAC) provided by zen Studios (see later). Can I use Windows 10 (Microsoft Store) or console versions of Pinball FX3 in cabinet mode? No. Cabinet mode is only available in the steam version of Pinball FX3. What is the Personal Activation Code for? The PAC is required to enable
cabinet settings in the game. Without this code, you won't be allowed to view or customize these features. How can I get a personal activation code? There is a FORMA request pac on our website, please go to this link to get there: Or just start Pinball FX3 (in Steam) and in the main menu, click on the
stylized pinball cabinet icon placed directly from your profile plate then choose the Contact Us button, which moves automatically to the website mentioned above. You will receive YOUR PAC by email. This process can take several business days. Where to enter the Code of Personal Activation? In the
main menu of the game, click on the stylized cabinet icon. Copy the PAC in the pop-up input box, and then select the Activate button. What if the Personal Activation Code is invalid? If your code is invalid, please send us a message support@zenstudios.com and we can help you get a new one, or find out
why the first code doesn't work. Can I use the Personal Activation Code with multiple Steam user accounts? No. The cabinet mode code is linked to your Steam and therefore to your Pinball FX3 account. Does my personal activation code deactivate if I'm switching off the game? No. As long as you use
the same your PAC will be valid. However, if you delete then reinstall the game, you may have to enter it again. Therefore, we suggest keeping an email that contains your PAC. What can I do? Am I losing my personal activation code? In this case, please contact us, we will re-code. We will need your
account's email address to find your PAC. How do I open The Cabinet Settings? If you've logged into your PAC, Cabinet Settings will be available by clicking on the stylized cabinet icon in the game's main menu. Orientation Mode Settings: ORIENTATION You can set the orientation of the game - that is
the main playing field itself - here by rotating it in 90 degrees clockwise. DOT MATRIX REPOSITIONING You can turn the Dot matrix on and off. DOT MATRIX HORIZONTAL / VERTICAL POSITION You can set the horizontal/vertical position of the Dot matrix. (See more details later.) DOT MATRIX
HORIZONTAL / VERTICAL SIZE You can set horizontal/vertical sizes of the Dot matrix by pixels. BACKGLASS REPOSITIONING You can turn backglass on and off. BACK HORIZONTALGLASS / VERTICAL POSITION You can set the horizontal/vertical position of Backglass. BACKGLASS
HORIZONTAL / VERTICAL SIZE You can set horizontal/vertical Backglass sizes by pixels. What is the Dot Matrix (or DMD)? The dot-matrix display (aka DMD) is a pixel display used to display scores and other states during play. Sometimes you can play mini-games on it too. I see two separate Dot
Matrix displays in the game, one on the playing field and the other I installed in Cabinet Settings mode. What can I do to show only the latter? You can disable the DMD by default by switching to: Settings - User Interface/Streaming - Dot Matrix Size then set it on Off. What is Backglass? As for real arcade
pinball cabinets, Backglass is a vertically glass panel in the back box, displaying the name of the game and game themed illustrations. In our case, this work of art is displayed while the game is running. What type of image can be used for Backglass in Pinball FX3? You can use any of the following image
formats: .bmp .gif .png .jpg .jpeg How to properly use my Backglass images? You have to copy them to the Pinball FX3 data folder. You can find it here: Your Steam installation catalog steamapps common Pinball FX3 datasteam Backglass image naming convention: you have to rename the images to
match the name of the table you want to display. A list of tables can also be found in the data'steam folder. In addition, you can install backglass and then go through my collection and the game will display the desired path and file name for each table. Here are some examples: Citadel.jpg - this image will
be displayed while playing on the lair of the sorcerer Aliens.bmp table - this image will be displayed while playing on the table of aliens UNIVERSAL_Jaws.png - this image will be while playing on the PinballFX3.jpg Jaws table - this image will be displayed while watching the game menu Where can I get
back photos? You get photos for your office from anywhere you would like. However, we are definitely You choose photos with higher quality. You can find some useful sources here: �10124-Media-Pack I have a multi-display system. How to place DMD and Backglass correctly? Check out which display
is your main one. If you're not sure which one, check it out in windows-System-Display settings. Set some sizes for your DMD and Backglass. Set the Dot/Backglass matrix horizontal and vertical to the desired values. Our DMD uses a 4:1 side ratio. Place images of DMD and Backglass. They should be
placed in a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system, where the source is the top left corner of your main display and the pixel is the unit of length. (Default (0;0) they are hidden under the game.) Thus, the placement of images depends on the resolution and position of your displays compared to each
other. Examples: Case 1: Matrix Point horizontal size: 800 Vertical size matrix point: 200 Matrix point horizontal position: 1920 Matrix point vertical position: 0 Backglass horizontal size: Backglass vertical Size: 1080 Backglass horizontal position: 2720 Backglass vertical position: 0 Case 2: Dot matrix
horizontal size: 800 Dot vertical size matrix: 800 Dot vertical matrix Size: 800 Vertical Size Matrix Point: 800 Point 200 Dot Matrix Horizontal Position: 560 Dot Matrix Vertical Position: 780 Backglass Horizontal Size: 1920 Backglass Vertical Size: 1080 Backglass horizontal position: 0 Backglass vertical
position: 0 (Since the main game window is always displayed on the primary display, in this case you have to switch the game to window mode then move it to the main window on the secondary, Portrait-oriented display.) You can use negative numbers as well if you want to place DMD and Backglass on
a secondary display that is to the left of your main display. Useful links to get some tips from our users: we hope you enjoy working on creating a cabinet and continue to enjoy the great and classic pinball game. If you have any further questions, you can always contact us support@zenstudios.com. If you
are proud of what you have built, send it to us via email, share it with us on social networks or with other Pinheads in our forums we would like to see it! Page 2 39 Comments Pinball FX3 greed company and you .... Well, I'm still trying to cool off here. I took the plunge and built my pinball cabinet (for my
own use) and I have a PINball FX2 and a support cabinet and works great (like many of the ballers, I own all the tables and enjoy (ed) them. hrmmmm, well fine (as most of my purchased items will convert, the big, heck that Pack 10 bucks, OK of course, but what is it, the code for cabinet support?!?!?! A
what.... I have to email you guys just have the opportunity to play the game that I paid for in the pinball cabinet... well good, but then you guys did something that totally upsets me and I think it will hurt you in the long run... You guys email me back asking me for a photo of my car to verify that I don't use it
for commercial use.... WHAT DOES IT GIVE!!!! In a heck this will never happen, guys, I bought a product fair and square, and if your not going to give me full functionality (without violating my rights) than you need to refund me for my purchases! And think about it folks, I'm sure you know that you should
get a special license from Steam for commercial use, so I don't know why the heck you even do it! I am very shocked by your business practices, they are very questionable, and to be honest, I am hurting as a customer that in order to get what I already have to have in the product I paid for and the
support I get 3rd degree. I don't want anything here, guys, and I'm not trying to be a troll. I'm a long time baller who wants to play their games at home. It's so much for you guys to take it to good faith that your customers aren't out to violate a nonprofit license. You guys are killing me here! Dark Last,
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